How to fix track and piers
- How to assemble track and piers to bridge
  Look down at the bridge from directly above and attach the track with screws in the screw holes shown in Figure 1, going down from the top of the track.

- How to attach track with roadbed
  Turn the bridge over and attach the track with screws in the screw holes shown in Figure 2. The positions of the screw holes for 220mm track are different from the positions of screw holes for 110mm track. Match the screw holes in the track base to the screw holes in the bridge frame and insert screws from bottom of bridge into base of roadbed.

* Other brands of track may not be suitable for attaching with screws.
- How to attach piers
  Join the bridge and approach section of bridge (Viaduct) and trap an assembled pier in between the sections as shown in Figure 3.

- How to connect bridge sections with roadbed track to each other or track without roadbed to each other
  To avoid interference, trim the parts of the bridge shown in gray in Figure 4.